This edition of the ISTANBUL Winter Workshop will work on bridges: both on the concept of bridge and on the bridge as construction. Due to its outstanding location, Istanbul counts with a big variety of bridges linking not only several parts of the town, but even 2 continents. We will visit bridges from different historical periods, some built by well-known architects, others representing a concrete style or a specific technic, all giving identity to the neighbourhood and some of them to whole Istanbul. We will understand their logic and relationship to the environment. We will discover how their close surroundings determined the bridges and how the bridges influence the neighbourhoods. By using Istanbul as case study we will be able to apply the obtained knowledge to other places and circumstances.

22nd to 26th January 2018 in Istanbul, Turkey

Visits and excursions | Fieldwork | Lectures | Workshop
All activities carried out in English. Visa required. Students will realize a video -working in international groups- on their own experience.

BAU Bahcesehir University, Istanbul
ETSAB Escola Tècnica Superior d'Arquitectura de Barcelona

Professor Ümran Topçu, BAU
Professors Judit Taberna & Queralt Garriga, ETSAB

50 €

40 places for ETSAB students enrolled at:
Grau en Estudis d'Arquitectura (pla 2014)
Grau en Arquitectura (pla 2010)
Màsters Universitaris de l’àmbit de l’Arquitectura

2 ECTS (Grau plans 2010 & 2014)

application deadline: 15th November 2017
send email to: relint.etsab@upc.edu
with subject: taller ISTANBUL_name surname
with your: name | DNI | email | phone | current ETSAB studies | level

2017
2018